
OSI Policies and Procedures 
 
What is OSI Express? 
OSI Express is a new web-based marketing flyer creation tool. This technology will empower loan 
officers to easily and quickly print out personalized - and compliant – loan product and open house 
flyers. Our entire catalog of marketing flyers can be printed through this service, and it even offers an 
additional feature called MLS Link* that automatically adds listing information directly from MLS data to 
open house flyers (*an additional monthly fees is required for MLS Link - see "Important OSI Express 
Policies and Procedures" section of this document for more details).  
 
Important OSI Express Policies and Procedures... 

• OSI Express provides a daily rate sheet that feeds rates into our OSI Express platform. These 
rates reflect currently available market rates, but they are not generated from Optimal Blue. 

• Branch managers will have the ability to make global rate adjustments for their branch rates if 
over time they determine that OSI Express rates are consistently lower than what they can offer. 
For example, let’s say our hypothetical Rainbow City, AL branch’s actual rates are typically 
around .25 higher than OSI Express's daily par rates. In that case the Rainbow City branch 
manager can make a global rate adjustment to automatically increase her rates by .25 across the 
board for all programs. 

• Loan officers will have the ability to edit rates, but corporate has set a limit to this adjustment 
feature so that no one can create a flyer that shows rates lower than .5 lower than the OSI 
Express par rate. 

• Loan officers will be responsible for the accuracy of rates promoted on open house flyers 
generated via OSI Express. 

• Co-branded open house flyers generated through OSI Express's MLS Link function will NOT 
require LOs to submit a shared marketing agreement. 

• Co-branded flyers for products or for open house flyers created OUTSIDE of the MLS Link 
function WILL require LOs to submit a shared marketing agreement. 

• The MLS Link service costs the LO a minimum of $18.00 per month. This fee allows your LOs to 
grant access for up to 12 referral partners and requires each of those referral partners to pay 
$1.50 per month.  Additional referral partners can be added in groups of 2 for an extra fee of 
$3.00 per month for each additional 2 users. These minimal service fees are managed through a 
third party website, and both the LO and the referral partner will automatically be charged for 
MLS Link via credit card on a monthly basis. This payment feature insures that Section 8 co-
marketing compliance is met by this service as each party is equally responsible for the cost 
associated with generating the flyers. 


